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Abstract

Development environments for spoken dia-
logue systems are popular today because
they enable rapid creation of the dialogue
systems in times when usage of the voice
AI Assistants is constantly growing. We
describe a graphical Discourse-Driven Inte-
grated Dialogue Development Environment
(DD-IDDE) for spoken open-domain dialogue
systems. The DD-IDDE allows dialogue ar-
chitects to interactively define dialogue flows
of their skills/chatbots with the aid of the
discourse-driven recommendation system, en-
hance these flows in the Python-based DSL,
deploy, and then further improve based on the
skills/chatbots usage statistics. We show how
these skills/chatbots can be specified through
a graphical user interface within the VS Code
Extension, and then run on top of the Dialog
Flow Framework (DFF). An earlier version of
this framework has been adopted in one of the
Alexa Prize 4 socialbots while the updated ver-
sion was specifically designed to power the de-
scribed DD-IDDE solution.

1 Introduction

Conversational AI focused on the development of
the dialogue systems is one of the most challenging
areas in the artificial intelligence given the subjec-
tivity of the human language interpretation, and
is gaining more and more popularity across both
academia (Viewer, 2021) and consumer & enter-
prise markets (Statista, 2020).

Dialogue systems are classified into task-
oriented dialogue systems and chat (or non-task-
oriented) dialogue systems. Usually they are stud-
ied differently, but combining them has been pro-
posed (Lee et al., 2006), and has been found effec-
tive in improving user impressions and the relation-
ships with users (Lucas et al., 2018). While task-
oriented systems are more widespread and used
in different business scenarios (Bocklisch et al.,
2017), building systems that can carry multi-turn

open-domain conversations is still far from a solved
problem (Hu et al., 2021).

While there is a significant effort in using large
generative models (Brown et al., 2020), (Roller
et al., 2020) in the open-domain dialogue systems,
recent tests of GPT-3 (Marcus and Davis, 2020),
and Conversational AI challenges like Alexa Prize
Socialbot Grand Challenge (Ram et al., 2018) high-
light the inherent weaknesses of these models,
namely inability to maintain context, avoid contra-
dictions, and control the dialogue strategically in
the long dialogues. These fallacies experienced by
us and other teams during the Amazon Alexa Prize
3 (Gabriel et al., 2020) led us to the importance of
continuing research towards the tightly-controlled
open-domain dialogue management frameworks
like E-STDM (Finch and Choi, 2020).

During the Amazon Alexa Prize 4 (Hu et al.,
2021) competition we developed (Baymurzina
et al., 2021) a first iteration of such framework
called Dialog Flow Framework (DFF) (Kuznetsov
and Evseev, 2021) to aid in rapid development of
open-domain “skills” covering various societal top-
ics in our DREAM Socialbot. Usage showed that
while users enjoy controlled conversation in their
favorite domains, they often interrupt the conversa-
tion with the out-of-domain (Konrád et al., 2021)
responses leading it into the non-anticipated direc-
tions.

Feedback of our Alexa Prize 4 team members
who wrote DFF-based open-domain “skills” shows
that predictions of the possible user response could
significantly cut the time needed by the developer
to design and develop these skills.

The key insight into the conversation is that each
utterance in the dialogue is also a kind of action be-
ing performed by the speaker (Austin, 1962). These
actions are called speech or dialog acts (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2009). Yet while dialog acts used by
some of the Alexa Prize teams e.g., MIDAS (Yu
et al., 2019), are quite sophisticated in understand-
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ing higher level user intents conceptually similar
to those used in task-oriented systems (Bocklisch
et al., 2017), they are single turn-based and don’t
support the development of the open-domain con-
versations that are interactional and sequential (Eg-
gins and Slade, 1996). Indeed, these dialog act tax-
onomies lack connection to the discourse level of
the casual conversation analysis as shown by (Hall-
iday and M., 2004).

In the effort of making it easier for developers
to design and develop sequential and interactional
multi-turn open-domain dialogue “skills” we pro-
pose a new graphical Discourse-Driven Integrated
Dialogue Development Environment (DD-IDDE)
that combines a novel Discourse-Driven Recom-
mendation System and a DSL for the Dialog Flow
Framework, encapsulated together into an exten-
sion to the popular IDE Visual Studio Code.

2 Related Work

One of the first Development Environments de-
signed for spoken language systems, (Denecke,
2000), was created in 2000. While it supported
an entire dialogue system development lifecycle, it
lacked the power of the modern NLP components
such as NER, Entity Linking, etc. as well as the
means for the development of the open-dialogue
skills/chatbots. Today, there is a variety of dialogue
development frameworks that have emerged to aid
in rapid dialogue system creation. Rule-based ap-
proaches used e.g. in (Bocklisch et al., 2017) are
common in the task-oriented systems broadly used
in businesses. Other systems incorporate support
for full development lifecycle of the dialogue sys-
tems starting with individual NLP ML models and
ending with the complete chatbots (Burtsev et al.,
2018). Some of these systems are also encapsulated
in the form of web-based IDEs e.g. (Lawrence
et al., 2021).

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are typically
used in dialogue systems to aid in rapid layout of
the dialogue logic. One of the oldest DSLs in this
space, AIML (Wallace, 2001) was created as an
XML dialect that supports pattern matching of the
user utterance and template-based entity extraction
and was used in development of the famous open-
domain dialogue system “A.L.I.C.E.” (Wallace,
2009). RASA DSL (Bocklisch et al., 2017) was
designed for the development of the task-oriented
systems and includes NLU (intent detection and
entity extraction) and stories (actions for intents)

components. JAICF (AI, 2021), a JavaScript-based
state machine-based DSL, was designed to support
both task-oriented systems and chatbots.

A winner of Alexa Prize 2, Gunrock team en-
hanced their socialbot’s (Yu et al., 2019) internal
Dialog Flow framework with the MIDAS dialog act
scheme to create an adaptive and unique conversa-
tion experience with the user. However it does not
enable bot developers with the mechanisms to man-
age dialogue strategically across multiple conversa-
tion turns. Slugbot (Bowden et al., 2019), another
Alexa Prize team, proposed a DRDM dialogue
model to control the coherence of the open-domain
dialogue using discourse relations. Their approach
introduced a combination of dialog acts and four
discourse relations from the PDTB 2.0 (Prasad
et al., 2008) as means to model interaction within
individual turns and at a higher level. Nonetheless,
PDTB 2.0 is based on the 1-million-word Wall
Street Journal corpus which is a written language
and is not best suited for the spoken casual conver-
sation analysis.

DD-IDDE is powered by the Dialog Flow Frame-
work (DFF) derived from the E-STDM framework
which is conceptually similar to both Dialog Flow
framework described in (Yu et al., 2019) and the
DRDM-dialogue model. It’s newly developed DSL
was specifically created so that: (1) all conditions,
responses and even dialogue flows could be imple-
mented as Python functions, and (2) conditions for
state transition could use any of the available anno-
tators like Speech Function Classifier and Predictor
and others within the larger DREAM socialbot or
derived chatbots and assistants. However, while it
is relatively common for dialogue flow frameworks
to have a built-in DSL and support pluggable NLU
components, DD-IDDE specifically incorporates
the support for the novel Discourse-Driven Rec-
ommendation System as well as the visual tools
aiding in designing open-domain dialogues across
multiple conversation steps.

3 Concepts

Development of the discourse-driven open-domain
dialogue “skills” and chatbots is an ongoing it-
erative cycle that includes: (1) design of the
“skill”/chatbot as the sequence of conditional tran-
sitions between states, aided by the discourse
moves recommendations, (2) development of the
“skill”/chatbot, (3) deployment, ending with the (4)
analysis of the running solution, followed by the
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restart of the cycle.

Flows, Nodes, Transitions, Conditions and Re-
sponses: We split the dialogue graph into the log-
ically related parts called Flows to make it more
convenient to work with. Each Flow represents a di-
alogue subgraph. Typically, flows can be organized
to cover different topics in the dialogue graph. Like
in (Finch and Choi, 2020), we identify the states
of the dialogue at a certain moment, such states
correspond to the Nodes of the dialogue graph. Be-
ing in a certain node of the graph, we can go to an
another node if the Condition that corresponds to
this Transition is true. After each transition, the
Responses corresponding to the node are returned.

Speech Functions and Discourse Moves:
While other solutions often incorporate dia-
logue/speech acts (DAMSL-SWBD, ISO standard,
HCRC etc.) to recognize the higher-level user
intentions in a particular context and describe
discourse of conversations, they still lack the ability
to represent conversational structure and make it
impossible to analyze discourse at the dialogue
level. In DD-IDDE, we propose implementation
of more enhanced intents called Speech Functions
that not only represent single turns but also reflect
their role in the larger dialogue context.

Eggins and Slade in (Eggins and Slade, 1996)
introduced an approach connecting dialogue turns
and cross-turn discourse structure patterns specific
for casual conversation as the higher-level abstrac-
tion. At turn level, they extended Halliday’s con-
cept of Speech Functions (Halliday and M., 2004)
that express pragmatic goals of speakers and can
be used as an enhanced alternative to Dialogue
and Speech Acts. Advantages of Speech Functions
are in specified grammatical criteria for Speech
Function identification and the ability to constrain
a comprehensive systematic discourse model of
dialogues with the help of them.

These Speech Functions express different dis-
course purposes and can compound patterns that
are expressed by so-called moves. There are
three types of Discourse Moves as defined by
Eggins and Slade: (i) Opening moves are used
to start a discussion of a new topic in the dia-
logue. (ii) Sustaining moves develop the current
topic of conversation. (iii) Reacting moves de-
note the transfer of the role of the current speaker.
The first subtype of reacting moves are responses
(React.Response), which lead dialogues or top-

ics of conversation to completion, the second one
is rejoinders (React.Rejoinder), which, on the
contrary, prolong the conversation.

To enable users design dialogue flows with the
aid of the Speech Functions and Discourse Moves,
we built Speech Function Classifier (4.2) and
Speech Function Predictor (4.3).

DFF DSL: DFF DSL is Python-based language
for definition of a dialogue graph, conditions of
transitions between nodes (e.g. checks for Speech
Functions), and functions for processing user or
dialogue system utterances (e.g. entity extraction).
All the elements in DFF DSL can be callable (func-
tions), including dialogue graphs, which makes the
DSL flexible and extensible.

DFF Extensions: DFF DSL extensions are mod-
ules which can be used in the dialog flow for NLU
or NLG. NLU extensions include Speech Function
Classifier, Speech Function Predictor and Entity
Extraction Module. DFF DSL extensions for NLG
are Slot Filling Module (fills the dialogue system’s
response template with extracted entities), Factoid
Response Generation Module (provides content of
pages from text databases) and Generic Responses
Module (returns short utterances such as “Yes” or
“No”, which represent appropriate Speech Function
responses to user utterance’s Speech Function).

4 Implementation

4.1 Core

We use Dialog Flow Framework (DFF) as a core
of the DD-IDDE. Creating conversational agents
with the support of the open-domain skills is chal-
lenging as was shown, for example, in (Kuratov
et al., 2019). Currently, there are many ready-made
solutions (Finch and Choi, 2020), (Lison and Ken-
nington, 2016), (Ultes et al., 2017), (Bocklisch
et al., 2017).

The alpha version of DFF was developed dur-
ing the Alexa Prize 4 Challenge, based on E-
STDM (Finch and Choi, 2020). After the Chal-
lenge, all the shortcomings formulated during the
competition were taken into account and the DFF
DSL was rewritten. DFF (Kuznetsov and Evseev,
2021) is flexible, expressive, minimal, easy to ex-
pand through ready-made extensions or own exten-
sions, as well as collect statistics with subsequent
analysis.

Having minimal dependencies, DFF is
lightweight and stateless. This allows it to be used
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directly as a service in the case of the microservice
architecture applications or as a separate API
accessible from outside.

DFF has an expressive Python-based DSL called
DFF DSL specially designed to be a minimal-
istic and extensible scripting markup language
when compared to other solutions (e.g., AIML,
RiveScript, ChatScript, botml), which supports us-
ing specific extensions (e.g., discourse-driven in-
tegrated dialogue development, a mechanism to
extract and use entities based on their Wikidata,
generic responses based on the speech functions
ontology and etc).

There is a set of community-created extentions
that are well documented, and it is straightforward
to add own extentions to the framework.

4.2 Speech Function Classifier
To aid in the development of the Speech Function
Classifier, we picked the Santa Barbara Corpus
of Spoken American English, which consists of
60 transcriptions of the naturally-occurring spoken
conversations. Three face-to-face dialogues were
preprocessed and then labeled with the Speech
Functions into a small dataset including about 1700
manually annotated utterances. Two annotators
reached an inter-annotator agreement of κ = 0.71
on 1200 utterances which is considered to be a
good result. By limiting taxonomy from 45 to 33
classes, using a hierarchical algorithm based on
several Logistic Regression models with different
parameters, and a rule-based approach, the last ver-
sion of Speech Function Classifier achieved an
F1-score varying from 52% to 71% depending on
the distribution of the Speech Functions in a par-
ticular dialogue. The resulting Speech Function
Classifier annotator classifies each phrase in the
user’s utterance as well as each dialogue system’s
response candidate with Speech Functions. This
classification enables the dialogue system to predict
the dialogue system’s response Speech Functions
most expected by the user.

4.3 Speech Function Predictor
Speech Function Predictor yields probabilities of
speech functions that can follow a speech function
predicted by Speech Function Classifier. Speech
Function Predictor is a model based on the statis-
tics of speech function sequences in the manually
annotated data. As the collected data is not fully
representative, rules were added covering missing
cases of speech functions sequences. Speech Func-

tion Predictor annotation to each last phrase of the
user’s utterances serves as a recommendation for
a dialogue system’s next response. It is deployed
as the HTTP endpoint available for the VS Code
extension as the Recommendation API.

4.4 Discourse-Driven Recommendation
System

The recommendation system uses Speech Func-
tions used to classify each bot utterance as an input
for the Speech Function Predictor to suggest the
possible kinds of user responses. The same mech-
anism is then used to design next bot responses
based on the user responses, enabling the rapid
design of the sequential discourse-driven open-
domain dialogue system.

4.5 Graphical User Interface

The DD-IDDE offers a split GUI (Serikov and
Babadeev, 2021) that offers both visual design of
the current open-domain skill’s/chatbot’s dialogue
flows and a mechanism for working with the code-
behind that represents the logic of the aforemen-
tioned skill/chatbot. It also provides a mechanism
to obtain recommendations for the discourse moves
for the selected node(s).

Visual dialogue graph editor allows users to
sketch DFF scenarios in form of the dialogue graph.
Here, the nodes of the graph are System States, the
transitions are allowed by users’ utterances (see
figure 4). It is powered by the modified Draw.IO
(JGraph Ltd, 2021), (Dieterichs and Rouillé, 2021)
editor interface.

Code behind editor is a Python editor, and it
shows DFF DSL produced from the dialogue flows
designed in the visual editor. It can be extended
with the standard Pylint-based recommendations
and aids user in fixing errors prior to launching the
target skill/chatbot.

This GUI is provided in the form of the VS Code
Extension.

4.6 Conversational Analysis

The DD-IDDE enables users to further improve
their skills/chatbots based on the analysis of the
user behavior. A DFF Extension was made that
allows collecting the particular dialogue flows and
individual nodes usage statistics at run-time as well
as showing statistics charts in a dashboard.
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4.7 General Statistical Recommendation
System

The aforementioned DFF Extension for Conver-
sation Analysis enables DFF open-domain “skill”
developers to use the collected statistics of frequen-
cies of transitions between nodes to focus devel-
oper’s attention on the user behavior.

5 Evaluation

DFF DSL vs pure Python: DFF DSL helps to
implement scenario skills more easily. For exam-
ple, Coronavirus skill in DFF DSL format takes
about 250 lines, while in pure Python format -
about 650 lines. Coronavirus skill in DFF DSL
has a clear structure (21 states and 27 transitions),
in pure Python the skill has 19 functions and the
main function which handles the scenario contains
64 if/else statements, where some of the if/else
conditions are nested (making the code harder for
maintenance).

Developing With and Without Discourse-
Driven Recommendations: Development
of DFF DSL-based open-domain “skill” is a
multi-step cycle that includes initial skill de-
sign, development, test, deployment, feedback
gathering, until skill quality is improved. The
most challenging parts of the skill design are: (1)
prediction of the out-of-domain responses that
can be not so obvious for developers, and (2)
sequential dialogue design. Our initial experiments
with the DD-IDDE and its Discourse Moves
recommendations showed that time required to
address both the out-of-domain responses and to
design sequential dialogue was significantly cut
compared to the pure DFF DSL skills design.

Conclusions and Future Directions

In this paper, we introduced a new Discourse-
Driven Integrated Dialogue Development Envi-
ronment (DD-IDDE) focused on aiding users in
building open-domain skills/chatbots based on the
discourse-driven recommendations. Our DD-IDDE
makes it possible for novice users to rapidly design
their scenario-driven skills in the visual editor with
the discourse move recommendations, and then
expand their skills with the custom Python code.
In the future versions we plan to further expand
the DD-IDDE to enable seamless transitions be-
tween the manually edited DFF DSL and its visual
graph representation, add deeper integration of the

statistics into the main interface of the VS Code
extension, as well as add other extentions to the
underlying DFF framework.
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A User Interaction

A.1 Designing
Having installed the DD-IDDE VS Code Ex-
tension 1, user creates a new .drawio file
in the common/dff_markup_scenarios with
the name of the target skill scenario, e.g.,
pet_scenario.drawio - see 1.

User then proceeds with defining the Speech
Function of the starting node by double-clicking
on it - see 2.

Once the first node has been set up, user can
use the Speech Function Recommendations to pick
the next discourse moves by clicking on the “Show
Suggestions” menu item - see 3.

User then continues adding nodes based on their
scenario, with the aid of the Speech Function rec-
ommendations - see 4.

A.2 Developing
Once the designed skill is sufficiently outlined, user
proceeds with the use of the Show Markup function-
ality that generates the code based on the designed
skill - see 5.

With the generated DFF DSL code, user can
now add the additional code-behind functionality
such as the use of the regular expressions, custom
intents, and the like - see 6.

A.3 Analyzing
In the Conversational Analysis dashboard user can
observe the frequency of nodes’ visits of the indi-
vidual dialogue flows, rates of transitions within
dialogues, as well as the frequency of the user re-
sponses. User can also collect statistics of annota-
tions of user and bot utterances, custom data com-
ing from other DFF extentions, e.g., classification
of user utterances with the speech functions, user
and bot emotions etc. The dashboard is described in
more detail in appendix D. The dashboard allows
users to select as many dialogues as one dialog and
show user behavior on it. On this dialog graph is
shown for one dialog 12 and on this one for many
8.

A.4 VS Code Extension Graphical User
Interface Illustrations

VS Code Extension GUI is shown in figures 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6

1https://github.com/deepmipt/vscode-dff/
releases/tag/0.2.1

https://github.com/deepmipt/vscode-dff/releases/tag/0.2.1
https://github.com/deepmipt/vscode-dff/releases/tag/0.2.1
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Figure 1: New .drawio file created in VS Code

Figure 2: Setting Speech Function for the current node
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Figure 3: Using the Speech Function Recommendations

Figure 4: Outlining Scenario In VS Code Extension
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Figure 5: Using the Show Markup functionality to generate DFF Markup Code

Figure 6: Adding Custom Code to the DFF Markup File
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B DFF: Detailed Overview

B.1 Description

DFF as well as many extentions for it are dis-
tributed with an open source license, like many
other frameworks (e.g., Emora STDM, AIML,
RiveScript, ChatScript, botml, OpenDial, PyDial).
DFF is distributed with Apache 2.0 license.

DFF DSL is a Python-based DSL for designing
scenario-driven skills/chatbots. The main element
of a skill in DFF DSL format is a dialogflow (a
set of nodes and transitions between them, which
refers to a particular subtopic). A dialogflow is
a Python dictionary where keys are node names
and elements describe response in this node and
transitions to other nodes in the same dialogflow or
in other dialogflows (Fig. 13). The main features
of a dialogflow in DFF DSL format:

• a condition for transition between nodes can
be one of predefined conditions in DFF DSL
(for example, a regular expression or a func-
tion which checks the speech function in the
user utterance, etc.)

• a response can be a string or a function

• processing of user utterance and response with
custom functions (which can be used, for
example, for slot extraction and slot filling
(Fig. 14))

• extensions for using facts databases (for ex-
ample, Wikipedia) for response generation
(Fig. 16) or generic responses to user utter-
ance speech function

The solution, like many others (e.g., AIML), is
based on the state machine. However, unlike others,
DFF aids in the development of the open-domain
skills/chatbots with the help of the discourse moves
recommendation making it easy to design these
skills and chatbots. It also incorporates a mecha-
nism to extract and use entities based on their Wiki-
data types, as well as to provide generic responses
based on the speech functions ontology.

DFF was designed to be extensible as a modular
system. With the external extentions, DFF can be
significantly expanded as in complex frameworks
(Finch and Choi, 2020), (Bocklisch et al., 2017).
There is a set of community-created extentions that
are well documented, and it is straightforward to
add own extentions to the framework.

DFF DSL is automatically validated before start-
ing the bot, making it easy to identify issues before-
hand..

B.2 Transitions
The target node for transition can be:

• the node name from the current dialogflow;

• the name of another dialogflow and the node
in this dialogflow;

• special keywords (“forward” - to the next node
in the current dialogflow, “back” - to the previ-
ous node, “repeat” - to make cycle transition,
“previous” - to the previous active node).

Transitions between nodes can be local (which
can be used only in the dialogflow where they were
defined) or global (can be used in any other di-
alogflow).

C DFF: Extensions

The approach of dividing DFF into modules allows
users to incorporate both lightweight annotators,
classifiers, and so on, as well as modules based
on neural models that require a large amount of
resources in their solutions.

In production ready systems, it is necessary to
use keywords and a matching pattern for the agent
to work, as well as the selection of entities, the
presence of ontologies, the identification of intents,
the classification of sentiments, and much more.

C.1 Generic Responses Module
Generic responses are short utterances, generated
by the bot in response to a particular speech func-
tion in user utterance. Generic responses can be
useful if the user is proactive and responds with
long and detailed utterances, the bot in this case
will say somewhat like “yes”, “I agree”. Examples
of generic responses:

• “No” in response to "Re-
act.Respond.Confront.Reply.Contradict" and
"React.Respond.Reply.Contradict" speech
functions;

• “I don’t know.” to "Re-
act.Respond.Confront.Reply.Disawow"
and "React.Respond.Reply.Disawow";

• “I don’t agree with you” to "Re-
act.Respond.Confront.Reply.Disagree"
and "React.Respond.Reply.Disagree";
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• “Yes” to "Re-
act.Respond.Support.Reply.Affirm",
"React.Respond.Support.Reply.Agree"
and "React.Respond.Reply.Agree".

Generic responses are implemented as an ex-
tention for DFF DSL with one cycled node of di-
alogflow and a response function which extracts a
speech function from the user utterance and gener-
ates a suitable generic response.

C.2 Other Extentions
Entity Extraction Module is used to find entities
of particular types in the user utterance and store
them in shared memory. Entities can be extracted
by:

• Wikidata Entity Type: user can specify a
Wikidata ID for the given entity type to find
entities of this type in the given utterance, e.g.
to find a city user should specify "wiki:Q515"
(which corresponds to “city” in Wikipedia)

• Entity Tag from the set of ("PERSON", "LO-
CATION", "ORGANIZATION", etc.): user
can specify one of these tags to find entities of
this type, e.g., to find a location user should
specify "tag:LOCATION"

Slot Filling Module is used to fill extracted en-
tities in the slots of the response.

Factoid Response Generation Module pro-
vides content of the page from the databases like
Wikipedia, wikiHow, etc. mentioned as the argu-
ment of the extension function.

Generic Responses Module returns short utter-
ances (for example, “Yes”, “No”, “I agree” etc.)
that represent selected speech functions as appropri-
ate response to the selected user utterance’s speech
functions.
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D DFF: Conversational Analysis
Dashboard

The statistics DFF extention 2 comes with a dash-
board that displays various statistics. Using them,
users can evaluate the user’s use of script branches.
The dashboard is shown in figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 12

2https://github.com/kudep/dff-node-stats/

https://github.com/kudep/dff-node-stats/
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Figure 7: Statistic data frame is shown in the Dashboard

Figure 8: Transition graph with counters is built for all dialogues. Counters show numbers of users hitting these
nodes or edges.

Figure 9: These figures are built in the dashboard. The top figure shows nodes that will be sent by all users at a
certain step of the dialogue. The abscissa axis shows the order of a step in the dialog, the ordinate axis shows the
node in which the user is located for this step. The bottom figure shows the frequency of users hitting each node,
different colors are shown in different flows in which the nodes
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Figure 10: Statistic of transitions in dashboard. The top figure shows the frequency of users hitting each transition
between nodes. The bottom figure shows duration of processing time for each transition between nodes. Different
colors are shown in different flows in which the nodes.

Figure 11: Statistic of transition in dashboard for one dialog. This figure shows the user transitions from node to
node. The abscissa axis shows the order of a step in the dialog, the ordinate axis shows the node in which the user
is located for this step.
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Figure 12: This figure is built in the dashboard. The graph shows user transitions through the script graph using
one dialog as an example. Counters show numbers of users hitting these nodes or edges.
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E Additional Code Examples

This section of the appendix contains the code and
tables with descriptions
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Figure 13: Example of dialog flow in DFF DSL format

Figure 14: DFF DSL elements for entity extraction from user utterance and slot filling in response

Figure 15: DFF DSL elements for entity extraction using Entity Detection annotator

Figure 16: Dialog Flow with "fact_provider" - a function for response generation using a wikiHow article

Figure 17: Dialogflow for generic responses generation
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Figure 18: Coronavirus skill in pure Python
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Figure 19: Coronavirus skill DFF DSL format
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Speaker Utterance Speech Function

Bot Do you like animals? Open.Demand.Opinion
User yeah React.Respond.Support.Reply.Affirm
Bot Would you like to have a

pet?
Open.Demand.Opinion

User yeah React.Respond.Support.Reply.Affirm
Bot Cool! What pet is it? React.Rejoinder.Support.Track.Clarify
User I have a dog. His name is

Archie.
React.Respond.

Confront.Reply.Resolve
Bot I also would like to have

such a friend. What breed
is your pet?

React.Rejoinder.Support.Track.Clarify

User He is a golden retriever. React.Respond.
Confront.Reply.Resolve

Bot Alright. And what color is
it?

React.Rejoinder.Support.Track.Clarify

User He’s golden one with
white ears.

React.Respond.
Confront.Reply.Resolve

Bot Have you ever tried to
train your pet?

React.Rejoinder.
Support.Challenge.Rebound

User Yeah, I train him every
week in the park.

React.Respond.Support.Reply.Affirm

Bot Would you like to know
how dogs are trained?

React.Rejoinder.
Support.Challenge.Rebound

User okay React.Respond.Support.Reply.Affirm
Bot Some breeds are more

independent and hard to
train than others.

Sustain.Continue.Prolong.Extend

User yeah React.Respond.Support.Register

Table 1: Dialog Example
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Speech Function Discourse purpose

Open.Attend attention seeking
Open.Demand.Fact demand factual information
Open.Demand.Opinion demand evaluative information
Open.Give.Fact give factual information
Open.Give.Opinion give evaluative information
Sustain.Continue.Prolong.Extend offer additional or contrasting information
Sustain.Continue.Prolong.Elaborate clarify and restate
Sustain.Continue.Prolong.Enhance qualify previous move by giving details
Sustain.Continue.Monitor check that audience is still engaged
React.Rejoinder.Confront.Challenge.Counter dismiss addressee’s right to his/her position
React.Rejoinder.Confront.Response.Re-
challenge

question relevance of a prior move

React.Rejoinder.Support.Challenge.Rebound dismiss addressee’s right to his/her position
React.Rejoinder.Support.Response.Resolve provide clarification
React.Rejoinder.Support.Track.Check elicit repetition of a misheard element
React.Rejoinder.Support.Track.Clarify verify information heard
React.Rejoinder.Support.Track.Confirm confirm information heard
React.Rejoinder.Support.Track.Probe volunteer further details
React.Respond.Confront.Disengage show unwillingness to interact
React.Respond.Confront.Reply.Contradict negate prior information
React.Respond.Confront.Reply.Disagree provide negative respond to question
React.Respond.Confront.Reply.Disawow deny acknowledgement of information
React.Respond.Support.Develop.Elaborate clarify and restate a prior move
React.Respond.Support.Develop.Enhance qualify previous move by giving details
React.Respond.Support.Develop.Extend offer additional or contrasting information
React.Respond.Support.Engage show willingness to interact
React.Respond.Support.Register display attention to the speaker
React.Respond.Support.Reply.Acknowledge indicate knowledge of information given
React.Respond.Support.Reply.Affirm provide positive response to the question
React.Respond.Support.Develop.Enhance deny acknowledgement of information
React.Respond.Support.Reply.Agree indicate support of information given

Table 2: Discourse Purposes of Speech Functions


